A statistical analysis implemented in the Python programming language was performed on the available MassDOT car accident data to identify whether a certain set of traffic circumstances would increase the likelihood of injuries. In the analysis, we created a binary classifier as a model to separate crashes that resulted in injury from those that did not. To accomplish this, we first cleaned up the initial data, then proceeded to represent categorical variables numerically through one hot encoding before finally producing models with Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) and without RFE, in conjunction with logistic regression. This statistical analysis plays a significant role in our modern road network that has presented us with a heap of obstacles, one of the most critical being the issue of how we can ensure the safety of all drivers and passengers. Findings from our analysis identify that tough weather and road conditions, senior/teen drivers and dangerous intersections play prominent roles in accidents that resulted in injuries in Massachusetts. These new findings can provide valuable references and scientific data support to relevant authorities and policy makers for upgrading road infrastructure, passing regulations, etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
A quick glance of some fast statistics immediately reveals the severity of the safety issue our roads are currently facing. In the United States alone, a staggering 6 million car accidents occur each year which equates to over 16,000 crashes every single day. [1] According to the data gathered by the World Health Organization (WHO): About 1.35 million people in the world die from road traffic crashes each year. 20 to 50 million more people suffer non-fatal injuries, with many resulting in disability. "Road traffic injuries cause considerable economic losses to individuals, their families, and to nations as a whole. These losses arise from the cost of treatment as well as lost productivity for those killed or disabled by their injuries, and for family members who need to take time off work or school to care for the injured." [2] Today traffic accident data is widely analyzed across the world and progress is being made to improve road safety and to decrease the amount of traffic accidents involving injuries. As an example, some recent data analysis was performed to determine high-frequency accident locations. [3] The objective of our work is to determine the factors that have the greatest capacity to cause serious injury and subsequently recommend changes to address these factors in Massachusetts. For instance, after finding a certain type of intersection to correlate strongly with crashes involving injuries, we have the ability to monitor these crashes with the progression of time. Our goal, in that scenario, would therefore be to eventually make infrastructure recommendations to town, state, and federal governments.
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD (PROCESS)
The purpose of this study is to determine the greatest risk factors for crashes that result in injury such that a greater emphasis can be placed upon eliminating those risks on our roads in Massachusetts. To determine these factors most strongly associated with traffic accidents today, we created a binary classifier as a model to separate crashes resulted in injuries from crashes that did not through the following procedure: first, we obtained a random dataset of crashes in Massachusetts within the past 5 years, where every entry contained specific categories specifying the details of a crash, and cleaned up the dataset by removing all entries containing null values to prevent any errors during coding. We then proceeded to represent categorical variables numerically through one hot encoding/number encoding before finally producing a model through logistic regression to identify whether a certain set of circumstances will increase the likelihood of injuries. The process is illustrated in the diagram in Figure 1 .
Figure 1: Traffic data analysis process
Our statistical analysis is implemented in Python. We utilized Python packages including scikit-learn, pandas and NumPy. The original code used for this analysis is available at https://github.com/aaron1116/Data-Science-in-Traffic-Incident-Analysis.
A. Dataset Selection
The dataset for this paper was a randomly selected sample of 46,077 crash entries for the last five years retrieved from MassDOT's crash portal [4] where every traffic accident in Massachusetts is listed with a multitude of attributes including, but not limited to: number of injuries, manner of collision, ages of drivers, weather condition during the accident, etc. This dataset was selected because of the abundance of data provided, allowing for a much more thorough analysis.
Although the dataset does offer plenty of details, the greatest issue with the dataset is its lack of numerical data which posed a significant challenge later. The only categories containing numerical data were speed limit, Linked Road Inventory Average Daily Traffic, and Linked Road Inventory Number of Travel Lanes. 
B. Cleaning Up the Dataset
A slight problem with the dataset was the excessive amount of data, specifically that many of the categories could potentially become distracting to the final results of the logistic regression.
To resolve this issue, we removed columns such as coordinates of the crash and address of the crash which have too many distinct possibilities to group together.
C. One Hot Encoding/Number Encoding
The most critical step was to represent all of the categorical data numerically. To accomplish this, we utilized the technique of one hot encoding/number encoding. One hot encoding/number encoding is a method by which categorical variables are converted into "numerical" variables through "encoding" each categorical value as either an array of 0s and 1s or more simply, a distinct integer. [6] This technique was particularly crucial due to the lack of numerical data which was mentioned in section A. Furthermore, the encoding of categorical variables was paramount for each of those variables to be accounted for as an input independent variable in the logistic regression model.
D. Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a statistical method to model a "binary" dependent variable (i.e. has two possible values) by assigning weights to the independent explanatory variables and subsequently using those weights to predict between the two possible outcomes of the dependent variable. [6] Our objective was to use logistic regression to create a model to identify whether a certain set of conditions would increase the likelihood of an injury-inducing accident, then extracting the weights the model employed to determine the factors most associated with more serious crashes.
E. Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE)
The Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) method is a feature selection approach. It works by recursively removing attributes and building a model on those attributes that remain. It uses the model accuracy to identify which attributes (and combination of attributes) contribute the most to predicting the target attribute. [7] Initially, we attempted to use Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) in conjunction with logistic regression to determine the variables which had the greatest and least impact when predicting whether crashes would result in injury or not.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To compare the significance of each factor in relation to the model as a whole, we listed out the weights of each variable as determined by the model in ascending order. A bar graph for ease of interpretation is included as well. In addition, we also provided the breakdown for the top factors that contributed to crashes involving injuries in order to create a better understanding of those factors. Figure 4 shows the breakdown of the top factors that contributed to the crashes involving injuries.
According to Figure 3 and Figure 4 , the factors that appear to be contribute the greatest weight to the model are tough weather and road conditions, senior/teen drivers (Age 75-84 and Age 16-20), and dangerous intersections. This ranking is logical given the challenging weather conditions that Massachusetts notoriously features. We can potentially generate very different rankings of the factors by performing the same statistical analysis on crash data from different states across the United States.
Based on our statistical analysis results, to effectively reduce the number of injury-inducing traffic accidents in Massachusetts, we would highly recommend relevant authorities and policy makers to prioritize investing in solutions including improving weather forecast accuracy and implementing traffic bans when needed, investing further in regular road surface maintenance in addition to increasing efforts to clear roads during times of severe precipitation, improving regulations to protect senior and teen drivers, and updating road designs to avoid construction of intersections that correlate with high risk of traffic accidents resulting in injuries.
As mentioned previously, we created two models to compare accuracy: one with RFE and one without. The model without RFE achieved a slightly higher training accuracy of 75.5%, while the model with RFE that included 10 out of 21 available variables achieved 73%. The most likely reason for the slight discrepancy in accuracy is that RFE limits the number of features available for logistic regression by removing some features with slight predictive power.
For future efforts in forecasting injuries that result from traffic accidents, we should construct a more predictive model and consider ways of further increasing the model accuracy. As mentioned previously, though crash data is better interpreted by linear modelling, it may be particularly tough to separate crash data by a linear classifier. The most logical way to proceed is to thus to create a non-linear classifier instead of using logistic regression. We can implement a technique such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) using the "kernel trick". In machine learning, SVMs are supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze data used for classification and regression analysis. In addition to performing linear classification, SVMs can efficiently perform a non-linear classification. [8] In place of a model which creates a best fit line, the SVM will create a "best fit hyperplane" in multidimensional space, then apply it in a low-dimensional space as a "non-linear" classifier of the data.
IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the available MassDOT data of car accidents from the past five years, we proposed using logistic regression in conjunction with Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) and one hot encoding/number encoding. We created models with and without RFE, then determined the weights of different factors that the models consisted of using Python. Our results show that the greatest potential factors of serious accidents involving injuries include tough weather and road conditions, senior/teen drivers (Age 75-84 and Age 16-20) and dangerous intersections. These new findings provide scientific support to motivate changes in our approach to traffic safety with more emphasis being placed on addressing these factors with higher priority. For instance, additional safety precautions or policies should be considered to protect senior/teen drivers on Massachusetts's roads or to avoid construction of intersections that correlate with high rates of serious crashes.
Our model is adaptable towards accident data outside of Massachusetts. In fact, our goal is to eventually create models for crashes across the United States via a federal database of crashes. We believe when this is achieved, our data analysis results will provide an even greater impact and benefit more people.
